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Let Sz be a compact manifold with boundary. For each nonnegative integer i 
let Ei be a vector bundle over Q, and let 9% be a linear differential operator 
of order m which maps C” sections of E, to C” sections of E,,.l . Assume that 
the compositions ai ,19’i are all zero so that the operators {a,;) form a 
complex, which can be displayed as 
f/C, 9’1 Ir 0 --f &, -+ E, --•z ... ---f E, -A Ejfl + . . . . (1) 
Our purpose here is to show how existence and regularity theorems 
(Proposition 3 and Theorem 1) can be obtained for the differential equation 
22-g = h, 
if an estimate of the form 
holds for all smooth f satisfying certain boundary conditions. In case m : 1, 
our Theorem 1 is contained in Kohn-Nirenberg [I]; if m > 1, however, the 
boundary conditions involved need not be locally translation invariant, and 
hence the theorems of [l] do not immediately apply. In case m > 1, [I] also 
leaves unsolved the problem of “free boundary conditions.” (See Lemma 2 in 
[I] and the remark at the end of I.7 in [I].) 0 ur contribution to the proof of 
Theorem I rests on a detailed study of the boundary conditions (Sections 2 
and 7) which settles the matter of free boundary conditions (Proposition 5) 
and enters into the estimates via Lemma 4. Theorem 2 is also new; this kind 
of result has proved useful [2, 31 in finding counterexamples for estimates 
like (2). 
In order to get information about the differential equation 59-rg ; h from 
(2) we shall use a boundary value problem called the Neumann problem 
associated with (1). In this general context, the Neumann problem was first 
formulated by Spencer [4]. In the case of the 2 complex, the Neumann 
* Supported by Air Force Office of Scientific Research Project AFOSR 68-1467. 
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problem has been studied extensively by Kohn [5]; this work is the source for 
many of the arguments used to treat the more general case. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Corresponding to each cotangent vector 8 in T*(Q) there is associated with 
(1) a complex of bundle maps 
called the symbol sequence of (1) at 5. (For definitions, see [6] or [7].) The 
differential complex (1) is said to be elliptic at Ei if the sequence 
Ei-1 
uE(a’-‘) Ei p$ E,, 
is exact for each real cotangent vector 5 # 0. 
In what follows, functional analytic methods will be used to study the 
complex (1) and it will be necessary to have L, norms defined for sections of 
the bundles EC . Accordingly, we shall always consider Q to have a Riemannian 
structure, with volume element &‘, and we shall assume that each Ei has a Cm 
Hermitian inner product (., .)z defined along its fibers. For sections 
f, g E Cm(SZ, Ei), we define 
(f, .a = 1, (f (4 &hT dV9 
llfll = <f,f>““, 
and then L,(sZ, Ei) can be defined as the completion of Cm(Q, EC) in the norm 
/I . /I. In a similar fashion, we use the induced volume element dv on the 
boundary w of Sz to define 
?f, g> = j (f(4, &)L dv> 
“llfll = -Yf,f Y”, 
and the space L2(w, Ei). 
We shall write Bi* for the formal adjoint of Bd as determined by the inner 
products in L,(Q, Ei) and L,(Q, Ei+1); thus gi* is the unique differential 
operator from Ei+, to E, such that 
whenever f E C”(Q, Ei) and g E C”(Q, Ei+l) have support in the interior of 52. 
It will also be necessary to have the Sobolev norms jl . IIs defined for 
sections of Ei . We refer to Hijrmander [S, pp. 45-621, for the definition and 
505/10/I-8 
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basic properties of these norms; we only remark that if s is a nonnegative 
integer, if .Q C R”, and if Ei = Q x C”, then the norm II . 1Is on C’=(G), Ei) is 
equivalent to the norm 
We write Hs(sZ, Ei) for the completion of C”(Q, EJ in the norm // . ! H . 
We also write w11 /Is for the Sobolev norm on P(w, Ei) and Zs(w, Ei) for the 
corresponding function space. 
2. A BOUNDARY CONDITION 
Our task here is to compute the boundary condition imposed on 
g E i?‘(Q, E,,J by requiring that 
@if, g> = <f, 9ii*g> (3) 
hold for all f E P(.Q, EJ. 
Let v be any C” vector field on Q which coincides on w with the outward- 
pointing unit normal. Using a connection on Ei , we can then define a first- 
order differential operator D, from Ei to Ei whose symbol at [E T*(Q) is 
multiplication by u . [. Thus D, is normal differentiation for sections of Ei . 
In a neighborhood of w we can write 
where A, is a differential operator of order m - j which acts tangentially 
along W. If f E P(Q, Ei) has support in a neighborhood of w, then 
X9if3 .!T> -- <f, gi*g) 
= Lzo Wykf, A,*& - (f, D,k*A,*gH 
= il gl {(D;f, D,*‘-‘A,*g) - (0:-y, D:“-‘+‘A,*g>$ 
= E-&y, f D:“‘Ak*g). 
k=j 
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Hence (3) holds for allf~ Cm(Q, Ei) if and only if 
111 
0 = 1 D,*k-iA,*g on w,j= l,..., m. 
k=i 
Replacing k by k + j - 1 and replacing j by m - j + 1, we rewrite these 
equations as 
0 = i D,*“-lA,*+,pjg on w,j=l,..., m. 
k=l 
Hence the desired boundary condition has the form 
0 = f &D;-lg on w,j= l,..., m, (4) 
k=l 
where 
(1) &k = 0 if k > j; 
(2) @jk : Cm(W, ‘%+I> + P(w, EJ is a differential operator of order 
j-kifk<j; 
(3) CYjj = A,* = (J@<)*, Y being the unit normal cotangent vector 
field on W. 
We also have the formula 
(5) 
for f E Cm(Q, Ei) and g E Cm(Q, E,+J. If we use the matrix notation 
yf = (f, Qfv.., X-‘f), 
-4”i = [~k]l<j.k<m 9 yg = (g, Dvg,..., D?g), 
identity on Ei if j + k = m + 1, 
0 otherwise, 
then the boundary condition (4) takes the form 
aiYg = 0, 




If we write L?“’ for the direct sum of m copies of a bundle E, then LZi is a 
differential operator 
In general, G& is an overdetermined operator and the equation 
t?&u = v 
can be solved only if v satisfies some additional conditions; in particular, 
ZI must satisfy ,%v = 0, whenever .Sf : P(w, Ei”) - C”(W, E) is a differential 
operator satisfying .G?OZt = 0. In Section 7 we construct a differential operator 
gi : Cm(u, E:i?l() + C=(W, E;“,) 
satisfying g& = 0 which has the form gi = [9&Gi,kGm where 
(1) LJ8-Aj, = 0 if k >j, 
(2) Bjk : P(u, Ei) + P(w, Eiwl) is a differential operator of order 
j-kifk<j, 
(3) Bjj = oy(s3~-1)*, v being the unit normal cotangent vector field 
on w. 
The actual construction of 9Yi is computational and will be postponed until 
later. We have 
PROPOSITION 1. Assume that the differential complex (1) is elliptic at Ei . 
Then for any v = (nl,..., v”) in Cm(w, Ei”) satisfying Bp = 0 there is a 
unique u = (ul,..., mm) in Cm(w, E$) such that 
(i) G&u = v, 
(ii) each uj is orthogonal to the kernel of uy(9J*. 
Proof. To prove existence we let v satisfy the compatibility condition 
AV~V = 0, which, written out in more detail, has the form 
a,(9~-l)*v’ = 0, 
LQl + uy(%i&l)*v2 = 0, 
GY31vl + LB$Y + (3,(9~-J*v3 = 0. (8) 
We are required to solve the equations 
U”(9J *u1 = 79, 
a2,u1 + u”(J3i)*uz = 23, 
CT?31U1 + GT~b$42 + Uy(9i)*U3 = V3* 
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Now the ellipticity hypothesis implies that the sequence 
is exact, and hence the first equation in (8) shows that the first equation in (9) 
can be solved for u1 orthogonal to the kernel of u,(L~~)*. Since 3?& = 0, 
v1 = v - oqul, o,..., 0) also satisfies the compatibility conditions (8) and 
zl’l == 0. Since a solution u’ to &u’ = v’ will yield a solution to (9) we may 
just as well assume from the beginning that v1 = 0. But then the second 
equation in (8) reduces to 0~(~2-r) *G = 0, and hence the second equation 
in (9) can be solved with ~2 = 0 and u2 orthogonal to the kernel of a,(g<)*. 
Again we consider v’ = v - G&(0, u2, 0 ,..., 0) to justify the assumption that 
v1 = v2 = 0. Continuing in this way, we find that it suffices to consider the 
case where v = 0, and then u = 0 trivially solves (9). 
To prove uniqueness, note that if (9) holds and if each uj is orthogonal 
to ker uJL%~)*, then the equations in (9) can be solved successively for 
u 12 , u ,... in terms of the VJ’S. In fact, we obtain 
(10) 
where gjk : P(w, Eiel) - C”(W, EJ is a differential operator of order 
j - k; and the proof is complete. 
If u E P(w, Ei”) for some i, we shall write 
where w[1 . I/s-j+r is the Sobolev norm of order s - j + 1 on w. It is easy to 
check that the inequality 
'"Ill aiu lils G C WI11 U l!ls 
holds with a constant c which is independent of u; if gi = [2Xjlc] is the matrix 
defined by (lo), then the same is true for 
We have proved 
~111 9~ ills d 5 WI/I v /IIs . (11) 
PROPOSITION 2. Assume that the dayeerential complex (1) is elliptic at Ei . 
Then there is a differential operator 
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such that if v E P(w, Eim_,) satisjies .G?p = 0, then u = Wiv is the unique 
solution to 
ap = v, 
uj J- ker a,(B,J*. 
Moreover, the estimate (11) holds for each s. 
3. THE NEUMANN PROBLEM 
Assume that the differential complex (1) is elliptic at Ei . In his paper [4]. 
Spencer has proposed a method of studying the homology of 
The main step involves the boundary value problem 
(13) 
In the special case of the complex 
Cm(i2, 0) -5 P(Q, E) s P(Q, T*), 
where E is the trivial line bundle and d is the exterior differentiation, (13) 
reduces to the classical Neumann problem. For this reason we call (13) the 
Neumann problem and write 
Even in the classical case, (13) is not solvable unless g satisfies additional 
conditions. Since (13) is a symmetric boundary value problem, it will be 
solvable only if g is orthogonal (in the sense of L,) to the space H of all 
h E P(Q, EJ satisfying 
Ah = 0 on Q, 
@(,_,yh = 0 on W, (14) 
6TYy(9ih) = 0 on W. 
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The main step in Spencer’s method is to show 
(1) H is finite-dimensional; 
(2) If g is orthogonal to H, then (13) can be solved for 
fE P(Q, Ef). 
(15) 
Assume that (1) and (2) have been established. Then any g E P(Q, Ei) can 
be written as 
g = h -+ gii&:‘i*-lf $ gixa,f (16) 
where h is the projection of g onto H and f E P(Q, EJ satisfies the second and 
third equations of (14). Moreover, the terms on the right of (16) are mutually 
orthogonal; in fact, we have 
LEMMA 1. In L?q. (16), h is in the kernel of SBi and is orthogonal to the image 
of LS?-~; gi*gif is orthogonal to the kernel of Bi . 
Proof. The point here is that the boundary conditions in (14) allow 
us to integrate by parts without introducing integrals on the boundary. 
Using (7) and (14) we obtain 
Hence gih = 0 and 9F-,h = 0. Also, for any k E P(Q, E,-J1 we use (7) 
and (14) to obtain 
(9im.1k, hj = (k, 9j+L,h) = 0. 
If k E Cm(Q, Ei) satisfies gik = 0, then using (7) and the third line in (14) 
we obtain 
(9i*%+tif, k) = (Bif, Sik) = 0 
and the proof is complete. 
Note that if gig = 0, then Bi*Sif is orthogonal to each of the remaining 
terms in (16). Hence it must vanish and 
This means that each homology class of (12) contains a section in H; and since 
h is orthogonal to the image of ~8,~~ , it determines a unique homology class. 
We have 
PROPOSITION 3. If (15) holds, then H is isomorphic to the homology of (12). 
In particular, if H is 0, then (12) is exact and we have an existence theorem for 
the equation SiP1u = v. 
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4. THE MAIN THEOREM 
The main theorem to be proved here is as follows: 
THEOREM I. Assume that the diJeerentia1 complex (1) is elliptic at Ei-, and 
E, , and assume there exists a constant c such that 
!‘f’l,,l+l/.. < C{ll L$Llfi: L 11 9if’l + ‘lfll) (17) 
holds for all f E C%(Q, EJ satisfying G&yf = 0 on W. Then H is jinite- 
dimensional, and if g E P(J2, Ei) is orthogonal to H, then there exists 
f E P(Q, Ei) satisfying (13). 
As was mentioned in our introductory remarks, this theorem is contained in 
Kohn-Nirenberg [I] in the case of m = 1; in the case of m > 1, additional 
arguments are required since the boundary conditions need not be locally 
translation invariant. 
The first step in proving the theorem is to extend the Laplacean 
to a closed operator on the Hilbert space L,(R, Et). Following a classical 
method of Friedrichs, we consider 
{f E Cc(Q, Ei) 1 6Yidi-lyf = 0 on W} 
as an inner product space with inner product 
O(f,g) = @Lf, ~,*_,g) + <9if, sig) + (f,g>, 
and we write B for its completion to a Hilbert space. It is not difficult to see 
that B can be taken as a subspace of L,(R, Ei). We now define 2 + I to be 
the operator whose domain consists of all f E B such that 
B 3 g - !&f) 
extends to a bounded functional on L,(Q, Ei) and whose rule of corre- 
spondence is given by 
a&f) = <g, (2 + 4f >, for all g E B. 
Then (see Riesz-Nagy [9, pp. 331-3341) 2’ + I is a self-adjoint operator on 
L,(Q, EJ, and (9 -+ I)f = (A i- 1)f if f E C”(Q, EJ satisfies the boundary 
conditions 
6Tpi-,yf = 0 on w, (18) 
L7!iy(9?if) = 0 on w. (19) 
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Also, 55’ + I is surjective, and (6p + 1))’ is bounded as an operator from 
L,(Q, Ei) to B. It follows by (17) and Rellich’s theorem (Theorem 2.2.3 in 
[g]) that (2 + 1))’ is a compact operator fromL,(SZ, EJ to itself, and hence 
2 = (2 + I) - I must have closed range and finite-dimensional kernel. 
Since LF is self-adjoint, ker LF is the orthogonal complement of the range of 2, 
and any g E L,(Q, EJ can be written 
g = h + 2f, (20) 
where h E ker L? and f is in the domain of 9. The proof of Theorem I will 
now be complete when we prove that (1) if K is in the domain of 2 and if 
.Z’k is C”, then k is C”; and (2) every smooth section in the domain of 2 must 
satisfy the boundary conditions (18) and (19). If g is C”, then statement (1) 
will imply that the sections f and h in (20) are C”; its proof will occupy the 
next three sections. Statement (2) will then imply that h is in H, that f 
satisfies the required boundary conditions, and that 9f = Of. We turn to 
the proof of statement (2) right now. 
PROPOSITION 4. Every C” section f in B satisjes the boundary condition 
G&-gf = 0 on W. (18) 
Proof. Since f E B, there exists a sequence (fj} in P(Q, EJ such that 
GYpIyfj = 0 on w and Q(f - fj) --f 0 as j --f co. Since 6YiWIyfj = 0 on w, 
integration by parts yields 
for every g E P(Q, Eipl). Since Q(f - fj) + 0, we may pass to the limit in 
(21) to obtain 
for everyg. In view of the integration-by-parts formula (7), this means that 
“(%YY, GYf > = 0 
for every g and hence (I 8) holds. 
PROPOSITION 5. Assume that the diffeeuential complex (1) is elliptic at Ed-I . 
Then every f E Cm(L’, Ei) which belongs to the domain of 9 must satisfy the 
boundary condition 
G&y(B+f) = 0 on w. (19) 
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Proof. If f E C=(Q, l$) belongs to the domain of 9, then for every C” 
section g in B we have 
0 = Qk, f ) -- <g, (-ip + I)f> 
= “( .xyg, &y(9’if )h 
i.e., 
y.qL, G!$@if)) = 0 (22) 
for every 24 E f?(~, EC”) satisfying et,-lu = 0. 
Let gi : C’“(UJ, Ei”) --f C”(W, Ei?r) be the operator described in Section 2, 
and let gi* : Cm(u, E,“kr) -+ CD(w, Ei”) be its formal adjoint as determined 
by the L, inner products. Note that the operator 6Z,_r,49,G?,*~.-, has the 
following properties: 
(1) its j - R-th entry is 0 if k ‘> j and is an operator of order j - k if 
k <j; 
(2) its diagonal entries are all u~(~~-~)*u~(~~-J, where v is the unit 
normal cotangent vector field on w. 
Since ~‘i-l(0!~-,Y~9?i*~:I_,) = 0 and since 
image oy(9’i-i)*~V(9i+,) = ker u.,(gfi-s)*, 
we can repeat the argument used in the proof of Proposition 1 to show that the 
equation 
a~_19p~*c9-,u = v z 
can be solved for u E C’(W, A&), whenever 2, E C?(UJ, Ei”_,) satisfies 
.%ielV = 0. 
In particular, we can solve 
Gf&19yi*;~p = ai$qYiy(.9if) 
for some u E Ccc(w, Eir,). Then, since 
6Y-l(9p~y(L3J) - 9p’i*LQL) = 0, 
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we have, by (22), 
0 = ya&B~f) - La’i*q-lu, c&@$f)> 
= WI1 @@if N” - <%u, ~iG@if D 
= w/I @@<f )l12T 
and hence (19) holds. 
5. A PRIORI ESTIMATES 
To complete the proof of Theorem 1 we must prove that K is C”, whenever 
=!Z’k is. In this section we derive certain a priori estimates (viz., (31)) which 
help establish this result. In what follows, c will denote a generic constant. 
We shall need the norms i/f lj~~,~) when f is a C” function with compact 
support in the closed half-space Hn = (x E R” / x, > O}. For the definition 
of these norms in terms of Fourier transform we refer to Section 2.5 of [8], 
particularly (2.5.2) and (2.5.3). We only remark that if r and s are nonnegative 
integers, then /I . lIlr,s) is equivalent to the norm 
so j/f Il~V,sj controls the L, norms of those partial derivatives off which are of 
total order <Y + s and are of order <r in the normal derivative a/ax, . 
We list the main properties of the norms I/ . IIc~,~, in
LEMMA 2. (a) Ij f Ilcr,oj = il,fij, , the Sobolev r-norm off on H*; 
(b) llfll(,,,) < llf il(T,,s,) ifr ,< 7’ and Y + s < r’ + s’; 
(4 II mr,d d cllf Ilcr+k.s) holds with some constant c, independent of 
f, if P is a dtyerential operator of order k; 
(4 llf !hrvs) d c{ll Pfll~,~) + Ilfll~.~~d holds with a con.mnt c, not 
depending on f, if P is an elliptic differential operator of order k and 
r+s =rl+st; 
(e) O/j f Ijs < IlfJJ(l,s-l) , where Oil . /Is is the Sobolev s-norm on 
{xER~ / P = 0)C H”; 
(9 2Wf, g> G Ilf/l~~,~d g bs) for FY s. 
Proof. Statement (d) is Lemma 2.1.1 in [lo]; the rest of the lemma is 
contained in Section 2.5 of [8]. 
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Let U be a coordinate neighborhood in Sz such that the bundles Eidl , Ei , 
and E,+l are trivial over U, and assume that the coordinate x = (x1 ,..., x’,,) 
on U maps U into the closed half-space H”. Then any C” function with 
support in U can be considered as a function on Hn, and hence the norms 
Ilfll~~,~, are defined forfE C,,“( cd’). h low fix a frame in Ei i U; that is, choose 
sections F, ,..., F, E CK( U, Ei) with the property that for each x E C: the 
elements F,(x),..., F,(x) are a basis for the fiber over X. Then each 
f~ C,,“( CT, EJ has component functions defined by f ~~clfjF, , and we 
may define 
It is easy to check that the assertions in Lemma 2 continue to hold for these 
norms. 
Let D’ = - ti/- 1 (a/ax, ,..., i;‘/Z~+r) and consider the pseudodifferential 
operator 
Q = V(D’)(l + 1 D’ 12)sj2 
on R”-l, where q~ E C”(R+‘) is 0 on a neighborhood of the origin and 
1 outside a slightly larger set. (For definitions, see [11] or [12].) By letting Q 
act along the first n - 1 coordinate directions we define Qf when f is a C”(sZ) 
function with compact support in C; and with a fixed choice of frame in E, 
over U we can define Qf when f E C,,““(U, EJ by letting Q act on the com- 
ponent functions off as determined by the frame. If # E Csm( U) and 
K” = +Q#J, (23) 
then KS is an operator which acts on C@(Q) and also, with a choice of local 
frame, on arbitrary C” sections of Eiel , Es , or Ei,.] . 
If an appropriate frame is used to define KS on sections of Ei , then K” 
becomes a formally self-adjoint operator. In fact, let G, ,..., G,, E P(Q, EJ 
be such that for each x E U the elements G,(x),..., G,(x) are an orthonormal 
basis for the fiber, and let the volume element be given by dV = U(X) dx in 
the coordinate x on U. Then define F, = G,/.\/V, j = i,..., k, so that if 
f = CfjF, andg = Cg’F, have support in U, then 
<fi gi = C j-,f QW(x) dx. 
If we define K”f = c (Kyfj)F, for f = C f jF, E C”“( U, EJ, then 
<K:f> g> = <f, K%) 
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for all C” sectionsfandg. When letting K” operate on sections of a bundle, we 
shall assume that the frame being used makes KS self-adjoint. 
LEMMA 3. Let $I’, 4, I,!J” be in Com( U); let $ =- I on the support of 4’ and 
let 4” = 1 on the support of #. Let KS be the operator de$ned by (23). Then, 
(a) for each r, t there is a constant c such that 
(b) if P is a differential operator of order k, then for each r, t there exists 
a constant c such that 
II [P, K”lf !lcr,t) <cll ~‘Yllcr+w,-s--l) > 
II [[P, KS], KS1 I!(r.t) < cil vY/lcr+s,t+zs-2) 9 
<where the bracket [A, B] of two operators denotes their commutator AB - BA; 
(c) for each t there is a constant c such that 
II ~‘O(o,s+t) < 4 KYil(O,t) + lif Ils+t--lb 
Proof. For assertions (a) and (b) see Theorem 3’ in [12]; (c) holds because 
KS is tangentially elliptic on the support of (cr’ (see Theorem 4.7 in [l 13). 
LEMMA 4. Assume that the complex (1) is elliptic at Ei and let f E P(Q, EJ 
satisfy Oli-ly(f) = 0 on w. Then there exist h, f ‘, f n E C’“( U, Ei) with support 
in supp z/ such that 
(i) K”K”f = h + K”f’ + f “, 
(ii) G&.&12) = 0 on w, 
(iii) for each t there exists a constant c such that 
lif’ Ilbn.t) G CIl WlhL,s+t-1) Y 
Proof. If B!-I denotes the differential operator of Proposition 2, then 
u = 9&-,&y(K”K”f) 
= 9?i-1KS[&y, K”]f + &J&y, K”]Ksf 
= KU + u”, 
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where 
By Theorem 2.5.7 in [8] we can choosef’,f” E Com( U, Z$) such that 
r(f) = u’, r(Y) = un - [Y, K”lf’, 
ilf’ /l(m,t) -G cwlil 26’ ~%~l-f-li2 , 
and 
iif” ‘l(r,l,t) -< c{“q 24” l~lm+t-1,2 + WI/’ [Y, K”lf’ lllm+t-I,21 
< c{“Ill 2~” Ii ,n+t-lh2 + 9 rf’ /‘lm+s+t--9d 
G cp/1/ U“ !~Im+r-1/2 + WI!’ u /;In,+r+t-~,2). 
In view of the estimates for u’ and u” which have already been obtained we 
have 
‘1 f’ G(h!,f) < c II 5Ulih.s+t-d , 
‘If” llht) f 4 ffl~h,t+2s-2) + I! ~‘YIlh,t+2s-2)~~ 
as required. Since 
y(W + f”) = [Y, fw’ + KSY(f’) + YW) 
= KW + 24” 
= %-,&-,y(K”KSf), 
we can define h = KSKgf - Ksf’ - ,f”, and the proof is complete. 
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LEMMA 5. For all f E CK(Q, EJ, 
Proof Since KS* = KS, the lemma reduces to Lemma 3.1 in Kohn- 
Nirenberg [l]; the proof is essentially algebraic, using only self-adjointness 
and those properties of KS which are mentioned in Lemma 3. 
PROPOSITION 6. Assume that the complex (1) is elliptic at Et-I and Ei , and 
assume that the estimate 
holds for all f E Cm&?, E,) satisfying the boundary condition G?di_ly(f) = 0 on W. 
Then for each s > m - 3 there is a constant c such that 
II KSflliL-,,2 < cQ(K”f, KY) < cW + 4f li.?-v,s+112  iifllLl~ (24) 
holds for all f E Cm(!2, Ei) in the domuin of 2’. 
Proof. Since f is in the domain of 9, we have 
Q(f, 4 = ((A + M h) (25) 
for all h E P(Q, EJ satisfying the boundary condition &g(h) = 0 on w, 
and hence, in particular, (25) holds for the section 
h = K”K”f _ K”f’ - f ” 
described in Lemma 4. Thus we have 
Q(f, KSW) = Q(f, KY’) + Q(f, f “I 
+ ((A + l)f> KsWi + ((A + Z)f, KY’ +f 7. (26) 
We shall treat the terms on the right of (26) one by one. 
To treat the first term we first claim that 
Q(f, W’) = QW”f,f’) + WI lCl’Yil?vn,s--l)). (27) 
In fact, to prove this we must majorize two terms like 
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and by the preceding lemmas this expression is bounded by 
!~ j(~‘~)ll(u,,s-,)~i[~!i , Wf’ ll(o,I-s) + ILK’, ~ilfll I! 9i.f’ 1, 
G cil +‘~;lc,,,.,~df’ lh,,,d < CII #‘Y~!f,rs.s.mn . 
Therefore, (27) holds and since 
I Q(W>f’)l < GwY, efMf’>f’)Y2 
--: @(Kff, K-f) t Cllf’ I!:, 
‘. .:Q(K”f, K,ff) -t cl ~‘lfll&,s-l, 7 
we have 
I Q(f, KY’)! -‘< :;Q(K”f, w-) + cl’ 4’m,s-l) * (28) 
As for the second term in (26), we have claim that 
In fact, for a typical term, we have 
and hence (29) holds. 
The third term in (26) can be majorized as follows: 
where E > 0 is taken so small that cc2 < $. 
The remaining term in (26) can now be estimated by 
i((O $- I)f, Ksf’ + f”>i < II $“(A + ~)fIl(~,s~-m-1-1,2)1/ KY’ +f” II(o,m--g-~/*) 
< c{ll@ + qf !I:-mil,2 t II $wnL-I,>~ 
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and thus we have proved that 
Q(f, KSW < 3QW% KY) 
+ c{ll(~ + ~)fllLn+1,2 + II ?mm,.d>. 
If we use Lemma 5 and subtract the term +Q(K% K”f) from both sides, we 
obtain 
iQ(K% Kf) G cW + MI:-m+l/z + II lCl’Yllb,s-d- 
To complete the proof it suffices to show that /I #‘lfll~m,s-rj is bounded by the 
left side of (24). But since the complex (1) is elliptic at Ei , the operator 
d + I is elliptic at Ei , and by part (d) of Lemma 2, 
!I $q!l:?n,s-l) < CM0 + ~W’~lif,,L,-I, + lIfilt,+,-,, 
< cw i; w’~ll2,-w2 + I~flIL-11 
< c{l~(d + Qm,-I,, -1 !I[4 $“lfl~:-n,-l/e + lIflli+,-11 
< w + 4fllL112 + IIfllL-11. 
Thus the proof is complete. 
LEMMA 6. Assume the complex (1) is elliptic at Ei and use the notation of 
Lemma 3. Then for each s > $ there is a constant c such that 
II Wlm+s-112 < c{l! W!m-I,, + ll(O + 4f IL-l/2 + ilf l/s+n--3121 (30) 
holds for jE C”(Q, EJ. 
Proof. Since (1) is elliptic at Ei , the operator A + I is elliptic at E, , 
and part (d) of Lemma 2 yields 
II ~~ll?n+s-l/2 G c{ll(~ + q(~‘f)lls-nz-1,2 + Ii ff Ilc0,s+nr-Iid 
G cw + Qf l’s--m--1/2 + IIM #‘If IL-m-l,2 + I/ Yf /h,s+n4,2d 
G cw + w IL-I/2 + llf lls+m-312 + /I$w(o,s+n4/2)~. 
The estimate (30) now follows from part (c) of Lemma 3. 
PROPOSITION 7. Assume the hypotheses of Proposition 6. Then fey each 
s 2 m - & there is a constant c such that 
llf l/m+s--l/2 G w + 4f IL+112 (31) 
holds for all jE Cw(G’, Ei) in the domain of 2’. 
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Proof. Choose a finite covering ( lJj} of Q by coordinate neighborhoods of 
the sort used above, and for each j let &‘, & , $;, and Kjs be as described in 
Lemma 3. We can assume that (&‘} f orms a partition of unity. Then by 
Proposition 6 and Lemma 6, we have 
lIflln~+s--l!a G c ix II Kjsflim--l/p + ll(O + 4.f1/.-m-l~ + !i.fll~+~-w~~ 
G cCll(d + 4f/Is-m+1,2 + Ilflls+m-11 
for all smooth f in the domain of 9. Using the interpolation inequality 
llflls-tm--l G 4flIs+m-Ii2 + cAfll 
with E > 0 sufficiently small, we obtain 
lI.fll?n+9-112 < w + Oflls-w&+1,2 + cMl> + Bllflls+m--l/2 7 
and hence 
Since 
Ilfllnr+s--li2 < 4llP + Oflls-m+~~~ + lifll>. (32) 
Ilfll” < Q(f,f) = ((A + WA < IICO + Ofll Il.0 
forf in the domain of 9, we have 
llfli G IIV + w G IIV + wlls-m+l,2 > 
and (31) now follows from (32) and (33). The proof is complete. 
(33) 
6. ELLIPTIC REGULARIZATION 
Following Kohn-Nirenberg [l], we use the technique of “elliptic 
regularization” in this section to prove that k is C”, whenever Zpk is C”. This 
will complete the proof of Theorem 1. 
Choose a bundle F and a differential operator J : Ei + F of order m such 
that II Jfil ‘+ jlflln for allfe Cm(S2, Ei). Define 
~~‘=S+~@EJI Ei+Ei+l@F 
for E > 0. Except for the fact that 9<%B-r need not be 0 when E > 0, the 
operators Biel , Bif share most of the properties of 59-I , ~9~ which were used 
in the last two sections. In particular, we can use the bilinear form 
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to define a self-adjoint operator 9 on L,(sZ, EJ such that 
for allfin the domain of 9 and all C” sectionsg satisfying Gl!-ir(g) = 0 on w. 
PROPOSITION 8. Assume the hypotheses of Proposition 6. Then for each 
s > m - + there exists a constant c such that 
llf Ilm+s-I,2 G cll(~e + 4f lls--m+m (34) 
holds whenever f E C*(Q, EJ isinthedomainof~and0 GE < 1. 
Proof. All the arguments used to prove (31) continue to be valid when 
SBi is replaced by Sic, and it is easy to see that the constant c in each of the 
various estimates can be chosen independent of E. 
The reason for introducing 9; is that when E > 0, the coercive estimate 
4f IlEt G Q’(f,f), f 6 C=‘(Q, EJ (35) 
holds, and it is fairly easy to obtain a regularity theorem for 9. In fact, we 
have 
PROPOSITION 9. Assume the hypotheses of Proposition 6 and let 0 < E < 1. 
Then for every g E Cm(G), EJ there is a unique f E Ca(Q, Ei) in the domain of 
LF such that (F + I)f = g. 
Proof. The operator LP was constructed in such a way that J.P + I 
automatically maps its domain onto L,(!S, EJ in a one-to-one fashion. Hence 
to prove the proposition it will suffice to show that if f is in the domain of P 
and if (2’~ + I)f is C”, then f is also C”. We shall use the method of 
difference quotients which occurs, e.g., in [13] and [14]. 
If h is a function on the closed upper half-space in R”, if 1 52 j < n and 
r > 0, and if ej denotes the unit vector in R” with 1 in the j-th place and 0 
elsewhere, then we write 
S,jg(x) = d=i 
g(x + rej) - g(x - rei) 
27 9 
and for any multi-index 01 = (01~ ,..., a,) with OL~ = 0, we define 
6,” = p,l)al . . . . . (gyn-1. 
After choosing a coordinate x : U + Rn on 52 which maps U into the closed 
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upper half space and after choosing a function I/J E Corn(U), then we can use 
a local orthonormal frame to define 
when f is a section of one of the bundles E, or of F. For details we refer to the 
discussion just above Lemma 3. 
If, in Lemma 3, the operator KS is replaced by the operator P,” with 
/ 01 ( = s, then statements (a), (b), and (c) continue to hold even if the constants 
c are required to be independent of 7 for 0 < T -< 1. Consequently, Lemmas 
4 and 5 also hold for the operators P,“, where again the constants can be 
chosen independent of 7. Using (35) and the arguments in the proof of 
Proposition 6, one can show that for every E > 0 and every integer s . I 
there is a constant c such that 
provided I 01 1 = s, 0 < T < 1, f~ domain 9, #‘YE Z~m,,s~i) , and 
(9 + I)~E C”. Now if 01 and f satisfy these conditions, then (36) shows that 
{P7”f / 0 < 7 < 1 } is a bounded subset of XT, , and hence there is a sequence 
7j converging to 0 such that P,“,f converges weakly to some element h of 
yi”, . Since P7=f converges in the distribution sense to #LP($f) as 7 -+ 0, we 
infer that h = #D($f) and hence t,bD($f) E Xv, . Thus if 4 = I on the 
support of 4’ E Coa;(U), we conclude that @f E d&, s) . 
Now let p E w and let f E domain .=V be such that (p + 1)f~ C”. Then 
the argument just given shows that iff is in X&L.s-i) on a neighborhood U of p, 
then .f is in q,,s) on a slightly smaller neighborhood. Thus for each integer s 
there exists a function 4’ E CUm( U) such that $‘ftz q,,,)( U, EJ and hence 
by Theorem 2.5.7 in [8] we have ~($7) E .rips(w, Eim). It follows that 
y(f) E Xs(w, EiWz) for each s, and hence r(f) must be C” by Sobolev’s lemma. 
Since y(f) and (9 + I)f are C”, the regularity theorem for the Dirichlet 
problem (see, e.g., Theorem 9.9 in [13]) implies that f is C” also. The proof 
of the proposition is complete. 
PROPOSITION 10. Assume the hypotheses of Proposition 6 and let f belong 
to the domain of 9 . Then: 
(1) .f is C” if (2 + Z)f is C”, 
(2) f E 3+w,--l(Q, 4) if(2 + 4f E =%(Qn, Ed> 
(3) f c 31p+m-$4 4) if zf E Ti”,(Q -W 
(4) f is C” if6pf is C”. 
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Proof. To prove (I) assume that (9 + 1)f is C” and for each 0 < E < 1 
let f’ be the unique C” section satisfying (p + I)fe = (lip + 1)f. If 
s > m - 4, then (34) shows that {f’ j 0 < E :< I> is bounded in the norm 
II . L-112 > and by Rellich’s theorem there is a sequence cj converging to 0 
such thatf ‘j converges in the norm I/ . Ilm.,~s--l to an elementf “of ZTrr, s-1(s2, E?). 
Passing to the limit in 
Q’(f’, g) = ((2 + I)f> gi, 
we obtain 
&(fO, g) = ((2 + Of, ‘%J>, 
for everyg E C”(Q, EJ satisfying G&-rr(g) = 0 on W. Thus f O is in the domain 
of 9 and (9 + l)f” = (9 + I)f. Since 9 t I is one-to-one and,fO = f, 
we get f E .Z’s+nl+-l(Q, Ei). Since s > m - + can be arbitrarily large, it follows 
that f is C”. 
To prove (2) let s > 0 and assume (9 + 1)f is in xs(Q, EJ. Choose 
a sequence gj of C” sections which converge to (9 + 1)f in the norm /) . ;Is , 
and letfj be the unique C” section satisfying (9 + I)f, =-= hi . Then, by (31) 
the sequence fj converges in the norm I/ . lls+arn-r to some element f. of 
&,,-dQn, 4). S’ mce Y + I has closed graph, we have (9 + I)f, = (9 + 1)f 
and hence f = f. . Thus f belongs to &$+2,n--l(Q, Ei), as required. 
Ifs = 0, then (3) follows immediately from (2). Let k be a positive integer 
and assume that (3) holds for all 0 < s < k - 1. Let k - 1 <: s < k, and 
assume 9~ is in Ts(Q, Ei). Then, since dipu E $9-1(Q, EJ, we obtain 
UES s+21n--2(Q, Ei) from the inductive hypothesis, and hence (9 + 1)f 
belongs to Zs(Q, EJ. Th us by (2) we have that f is in J&~-~(Q, E,), as 
required. Statement (4) follows from (3) by Sobolev’s lemma, and the proof 
is complete. 
7. A COMPUTATION 
In this section we exhibit the compatibility conditions for the operator C& , 
which was introduced in Section 2. Recall that C& was defined to be the matrix 
[G&J of differential operators determined by 
where D,* is the adjoint of normal differentiation, f is any C” section of E, , 
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and the tangential differential operators Aj are defined by 
in 
Bi = c A,D,I. (38) 
j=O 
We wish to commute the operators D:‘;-l and Az+,c-j on the right side of 
(37), and the bracket notation for commutators will be rather clumsy. 
Accordingly, for a tangential differential operator B, we define 
W’ = [Dv*, B] 
@“tl’ = [Q*, B(k)]. (39) 
Leibniz’s rule now yields 
i.e., 
Hence, if a = [ajrc] is the matrix defined by 
then, by (37) and (40), we have 
il ajkDf-lf = ,% ajkDd”-.‘f 
‘ 
(41) 
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Now let 9$-r = CL0 BiDvj near w and define the operator 9 = [gjlc] from 
Ei” to EEl by 
aj,j-, = 0, if t < 0, 
i2?j,j-t = z, ?g;, (ms-y; “)(, ; t) (--ljs Btr(‘+-) (42) 
We shall prove 
if O<t<m-j. 
PROPOSITION 11. J%LYi = 0. 
The proof of this proposition will use 
LEMMA 6. For each 0 < /3 < 2m, we have 
andfor all nonnegative integers Y, 01, /3, we have 
p)q”+;-‘,(p”;;rj = (F). 
(43) 
w 
Remark. Here, in (43) and (44), any previously undefined symbol should 
be interpreted as 0; thus At”’ - k - Oifk <O,k > m,orl <O,andabinomial 
coefficient is 0 when the lower number is negative. With this convention we 
can take each of the summations in (43) and (44) over the whole set of integers. 
PYOO~. To prove (43), we compute 
Since the coefficient of D,*@ must vanish for each 8, we obtain (43). 
The proof of (44) for (Y 3 0 and r > -1 is by induction on (Y + r. The 
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formula is readily verified if Y = - 1 or if a: = 0, and the inductive step rests 
on the formula 
which holds for arbitrary integers a, b. 





The change of variables z + s + p, t --f t + P yields 







P s+p+q+r = 1 Y ’ 
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and hence 
() = ;; (-1)” (” - f - “)(” + s - l)i, j J By+t-m)Ap-f-T-*) 
S-WI 
Thus we have proved $a = 0. In view of (41) this means that .B& = 0, and 
the proof is complete. 
8. A REGULARITY THEOREM 
Let S denote the operator from L,(Q, EJ to L,(O, EJ obtained by closing 
the graph of 
9&l : cyi2, E&l) + cyi?, EJ. 
Thus f is in the domain of S and Sf = g if and only if there is a sequence 
{fj} in Cm(G), E+,) such thatfj - f and 9+,fj --f g in the L, norm. Our aim 
in this section is to prove 
THEOREM 2. Assume that the complex (1) is elliptic at Eipl , Ei , and Ei+l; 
and assume that the estimate 
~:f~lL,z G cQ(f,f) (45) 
holds for all f E Cw(Q EJ satisfying lZplyf = 0 on w. Let g be in the domain of 
S, let g be orthogonal to the kernel of S, and let Sg E Xs(Q, EJ for some s > 0. 
Theng belongs to Zm+s--1,2(Q, E,-&. 
This type of result has proved useful in studying counterexamples for a 
priori estimates like (45); see, e.g., [2] and [3]. 
LEMMA 7. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2 and use the notation of 
Lemma 3. Then for each s there is a constant c such that 
II #‘%k lls + II *‘sig II.7 
-G 4 #‘%%g /Ito,s) + II Icl’g+g I!c,,.~) -t- !i 4 ILL + II g lIs+~d (46) 
holds for all g E Cm(Q, EJ. 
Proof. Using the ellipticity of the complex at E,-i and E,+l , one checks 
that 
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is an elliptic operator from E,-r @ Ed+, to Ei+ @ ES @ Ei+z . Hence by 
Lemma 2, part (d), 
and since the commutators [9Lz , #‘I, [9i-r , $‘I, etc., have order m - 1, 
II Qt%wL%%-, d cllg I/s+rrr-I ? 
II ~i+,W~ig)l!s-m < CII g lls+m--l , 
II gi-l#‘BClg + 9t*1cl’9ig lls-77~ G cCll dg lls--111 + IIk7 Ilsfm-11. 
The estimate (46) now follows. 
PROPOSITION 12. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2. Then for each 
s > m - 3 there is a constant c such that 
II %kf IIS < w + Of Ils-nLil,2 (47) 
holds for all f E (?(a, EC) in the domain of 9. 
Proof. By Lemma 3 and Lemma 7 we have 
II $‘=e,g 11: < 4 4’%g ll?o,s, + II *‘Big IIL) + II 4 IIL, f II g llt+w> 
< C{II KSg,*_,g II2 + I/ K”gig II2 + II dg IlLn + II g IlsL-1) 
< 4?(~g, pg) + II 4 IL + Ii g //~+m--l) 
for all g E C”(Q, EJ. If g belongs to the domain of 9, then by Proposition 6 
II 4’%*-1g 11: G c{Il(~ + I)g I--m+1/2 i- II g /l:+m-d 
*: ’ w t- I)g L+1i2 . 
Now cover D with a finite number of neighborhoods Uj of the sort used in 
Lemma 3 and choose the corresponding functions I,!+’ to form a partition of 
unity. Then 
for all g E Cm(SZ, Ei) in the domain of 9, and the proof is complete. 
PROPOSITION 13. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2, let f E L,(Q, Ei) 
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belong to the domain of 9, and assume that 2’f E Xs-m+l,2(fi, Ei) for some 
s > m - 4. Then f is in the domain of S* and S*f belongs to ~‘?~(a, Ei-,). 
Proof. In view of part (2) of Proposition 10, we have f E Xs+m--1,2 and 
hence (2 + Of E %-m+l~2 . Choose a sequence {g3} in C”(Q, Ei) which 
converges to (2 + 1)f in the norm [j . ~~s--m+1,2 and let .fj E Cm(SZ, EJ be the 
unique solution to 
(2 + Qfj = gj * 
Then by (31) the sequence {fj} converges in the norm 11 . lls+m-1,2 , and since 
2 + I has closed graph, the limit must be f. Now Proposition 4 and the 
formula (7) show that each fj is in the domain of S*, and S*fj = 9Elfj. 
The estimate (47) now implies that {S*fj> converges in the norm 11 . /Is. 
Since S* has closed graph, we conclude that f = limfj is in the domain of 
S* and S*f = lim S*fj is in Zs(Q, E,-J. The proof is complete. 
We have already remarked (see (20)) that anyg EL,(G), Ei) can be written as 
g=-Yf+h, 
where h E H = ker 9 and f is in the domain of 2. If we require that f be 
orthogonal to H, then g determines f uniquely and the correspondence 
g+f 
defines an operator N : L,(.Q, EJ + L,(Q, EJ which, as one easily sees, is 
self-adjoint and bounded. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let g be in the domain of S, let g be orthogonal to the 
kernel of S, and assume Sg is in XJJ2, EJ for some s 3 0. Then since 
T(NSg) = Sg + h, 
where h E H C Cm(Q, EJ, Proposition 13 shows that NSg is in the domain of 
S* and S*NSg belongs to eY++i,a (a, E,_J. To complete the proof we shall 
prove that 
g = S*NSg. (48) 
In fact, if 9) E Cm(Q, &,) has support in the interior of Q, then 
where h E H and hence 
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In view of Lemma 1, the terms on the right side of this equation are orthogonal 
to the terms on the left side: hence 
and (I - 9~-,N9i-,)p is in the kernel of S. Since both g and S*NSg are 
orthogonal to the kernel of S, we have 
and (48) now follows. 
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